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My invention relates to loop antennae and to 
the method of manufacture thereof. 

It has for one of its objects to provide a loop 
antenna, construction which may be manufac 
tured in quantities at reduced cost and which at 
the same time possesses improved operating char 
acteristics. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

an improved method of manufacture of such loop 
antennae. 
The novel features which I believe to be chair 

acteristic of my invention are set forth with par 
ticularity in the appended claims. My invention 
itself, however, both as to its organization and 
method of operation, together with further ob 
jects and advantages thereof, may best be under 
stood by reference to the following description 
taken in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings in Which Fig. 1 represents a radio cabinet 
housing a shielded loop antenna, constructed in 
accordance with my invention; Figs. 2 and 3 
illustrate details of my invention and Figs. 4, 5 
and 6 illustrate the loop antenna, in different 
stages of the method of manufacture in accord 
ance With my invention. 

Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawings I have illus 
trated therein a radio cabinet having a radio 
receiver chassis 2 mounted on a shelf 3 therein. 
Beneath the chassis is a shielded loop antenna, 
represented by the rectangle 4, this loop antenna 
being arranged for rotation about pivot members 
5 and 6 by means of a suitable pulley and belt 
arrangement Controlled from the front of the 
cabinet. 

It is now common practice to employ such 
loop antennae in radio receivers which may be 
Oriented for minimization of undesired noise cur 
rents. An electrostatic shield generally of cylin 
drical form encloses the loop to reduce its so 
called antenna, effect thereby to render the null 
points of the loop more pronounced. Thus the 
loop may be oriented with its null points in the 
direction of propagation of Waves representing 
undesired disturbances so that the loop has its 
minimum sensitivity to such disturbances. Since 
Ordinarily the desired signal arrives at the loop 
from Some other direction, it may have desired 
sensitivity to such desired signals. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view through the loop 
antenna. A of Fig. 1. In this figure, two loops 
are shown, one being indicated at 8 and the other 
being indicated at 9. The loop 8 is mounted upon 
a flexible form which in turn is mounted upon a 
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tWO end Walls and 2 of the housing for the loop. 
The housing for the loop is comprised of these 

end Walls f and 2 plus a side wall, which may 
be cylindrical, comprising a shield 3. This shield 
may be of flexible material such as a suitable 
tough paper 4 upon which is wound parallel con 
ductors 3 which are covered by an additional 
coating as of paper 6, the two layers of paper 
being suitably cemented together to hold the 
Wires in place. These conductors 5 extend 
around the circumference of the housing in 
parallel relation but are broken at one point in 
the circumference So as not to form an electrical 
Circuit. They are then all connected together at 
One point and grounded to constitute an elec 
trical shield. 
The end member has openings therein as 

indicated at f and 8 to receive ears 9 and 20 
formed on the form member f). Similarly, the 
end member 2 has openings 2i and 22 that re 
ceive ears 23 and 24 on the form member O 
Whereby the form member is secured in place 
Within the shield. The loop 8 may be connected 
between terminal members 25 and 26 for oper 
ation in the broadcast band. If desired, an in 
termediate point 27 thereof may be connected to 
a terminal member 28 extending to an external 
non-directive antenna, whereby the loop may be 
used as a transformer for non-directional re 
ception. Where minimization of noise is not of 
prime consideration. Such an arrangement is 
shown in Patent 2,222,709, George W. Fyler, 
granted November 26, 1940, and assigned to the 
Same assignee as the present application. Loop 
9 may similarly be connected between the termi 
nal 25 and terminal 30 for operation in a short 
Wave band, an intermediate point thereof being 
Connected to a terminal 3 for non-directive re Ception. 

Fig. 3 shows the structure in exploded fashion 
better to illustrate its assembly. The end walls 
ff and 2 are shown removed from the shield 3 
and the member 1) carrying loops 8 and 9 is with 
drawn from the shield. Also, the outer layer of 
paper 6 of the shield is shown torn away to ex 
pose the conductors 5 which are connected to 
gether by means of an additional conductor 32 
Which may be grounded. 
The loop 8 is shown mounted upon an end 

less Strip of flexible material 33 the edge of which 
adjacent to form member 0 is bent inward at 
right angles to strip 33, as shown at 34, and these 
inWardly bent edges are stapled as at 35 to the 

rigid form member 10 which extends between 55 form member 0, or are otherwise suitably at   



2 
tached thereto as, for example, by gluing. In this 
way the flexible strip 33 which may itself be of 
paper is maintained in substantially rigid form 
so that the inductance of the loop remains Satis 
factorily constant during ordinary handling Oper 
ations, etc., to which the receiver may be sub 
jected. 
The loop 9 is wound over ears 36 cut into the 

form member 10, as is clearly shown in Figs, 2 
and 3. The form O has ears 9, 20, 23 and 24 
which, when the loop is assembled, project 
through openings 7 and 8 in disk and open 
ings 2 and 22 in disk 2 whereby the form 
member O is held rigidly in place. The disks 
and f2 are provided with circumferential fanges 
4) which are stapled to the upper and lower 
edges of the flexible shield member 3. Staples 
for this purpose are indicated at 4 in Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 3 terminal 25 is shown connected to 
the terminal of the loop 8 remote from card 
board plate 10. This terminal may be the high 
potential terminal of the loop which is connected 
to the grid or input electrode of the first dis 
charge device of the receiver. The low potential 
terminal of the loop, or Side adjacent cardboard 
0, is connected to terminal 26 which may be 

connected to cathode of the first discharge de 
vice and grounded. The capacity of the loop is 
materially reduced and the efficiency of the loop 
substantially improved by this connection. 
As thus assembled, the loop is of particularly 

economical construction. Its method of con 
struction may best be illustrated by reference 
to Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Fig. 4 illustrates at 42 a sheet 
of the flexible material on which the loop is 
wound wrapped about a mandrel 43 to form an 
endless layer. This mandrel may be a suitable 
mandrel in a coil winding machine. The outer 
surface of this flexible material 42 may then be 
gummed and a conductor 44 wound thereon in 
sections as indicated at 45, 46 and 47. After this 
has been done, a cutter of the coil winding ma 
chine indicated at 49 may be brought against 
the sheet of material to cut it into strips some 
what longer than the coil sections whereupon { 
the different stripS may be slipped off the man 
drel in individual loop sections as indicated in 
Fig. 5. It will be noticed in Fig. 5 that the end 
less strip of the material 42 which may be paper, 
is somewhat wider than the width of the coil 
Section 47. The loop being then of a flexible 
material may be formed in any desired shape as, 
for example, the rectangular shape shown in 
Fig. 6 and one edge of the strip may be bent 
inWard as indicated at 34 to constitute a flange 
by which the loop may be attached to the form 
member 0 in a manner shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

It has been found that loops constructed in 
this fashion are particularly advantageous in 
commercial production in that they may be 
manufactured with a minimum variation of 
inductance. In fact, it has been found that 
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these variations may be made within tolerances 
narrower than is the case with loops of different 
construction. In addition, it has been found 
that when so assembled, the loops are of Suffl 
cient rigidity to resist deformation during Serv 
ice conditions with entire satisfaction. In addi 
tion, since all of the parts of the assembly may 
be made of paper and cardboard pressed and 
cut to shape, it will be readily appreciated that 
its construction is extremely economical. At the 
same time its rigidity is entirely adequate and 
satisfactory for all of the purposes of commer 
cialization in broadcast receivers for home uSe. 
While I have shown a particular form of my 

invention, it will, of course be understood that 
I do not wish to be limited thereto Since different 
modifications may be made without departing 
from the spirit and scope of my invention, and 
I contemplate by the appended claims to cover 
any such modifications as fall within the true 
spirit and Scope of my invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to Secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. A loop antenna Structure for a radio re 

ceiver or the like comprising, in combination, a 
strip of flexible non-conducting material formed 
into a closed loop of a size sufficient to provide 
a supporting Surface for the conductors of a loop 
antenna, said loop being narrow relative to its 
peripheral length, a conductor wound on the 
surface of said strip to form a loop antenna, 
said loop and said antenna possessing low re 
sistance to deformation transversely of the Sur 
face of said strip, a rigid supporting member 
having a surface extending transversely of the 
axis of said strip at one edge thereof, Said edge 
being bent at right angles to said Strip and 
attached to said surface, thereby to give said 
flexible material and loop antenna Substantial 
rigidity. 

2. A loop antenna structure for a radio re 
ceiver or the like comprising, in combination, 
an endless strip of flexible non-conducting ma 
terial formed into a cylinder of Substantially 
rectangular cross-section, said strip being nar 
row relative to the lengths of its sides, a Con 
ductor wound on the surface of said strip to form 
a rectangular loop antenna, said loop and said 
antenna possessing low resistance to deformation 
transversely of the surface of said strip, a rigid 
form member lying in a plane transverse to the 
axis of said strip and adjacent one edge thereof, 
said strip being wider than said loop, and the 
portions of said strip extending beyond One edge 
of said loop and adjacent said supporting mem 
ber being bent at right angles substantially along 
the entire periphery of said strip and attached 
to said form member, whereby said loop has sub 
stantial rigidity by reason of its attachment to 
said rigid form member. 

LEWIS H. WAN BILLIARD. 


